Ensuring Transparency and Integrity in Emergency Procurement

The Covid-19 pandemic requires public authorities to procure products and services from the private sector with unprecedented urgency. That makes them particularly vulnerable to COVID-19-related corruption risks.

To ensure transparency, public authorities are recommended to:

01 Share the data on emergency procurement

02 Share quarterly reports on in-cash or in-kind donations

03 Share number of cases, geographical distribution and the public budget for the management of crisis
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The Covid-19 pandemic requires public authorities to procure products and services from the private sector with unprecedented urgency. That makes them particularly vulnerable to COVID-19-related corruption risks.

To ensure transparency, public authorities are recommended to:

01 Publish crisis-related contracts to avoid price gouging of medical supplies

02 Cooperate with civil society, investigative journalists, and whistleblowers

03 Enforce legislative and judicial oversight
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#TransparencySavesLives